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This novel is set in the 1930s, in small-town rural England, when the world was facing the rise of 
Hitler whilst recovering from the Great War. The story is told through the eyes of Violet 
Speedwell who, in her late thirties, is one of the eras ‘surplus women.’ She is but one of many 
walking wounded: ‘Her brother was gone, her fiancé was gone, God was gone.’  
 
Violet leaves her domineering mother to live in a neighbouring town. Single, a smoker, employed 
as a typist, and sexually active, Violet epitomises the New Women of the interwar era who were 
building independent lives without the socially-prescribed and endorsed roles of wife and 
mother.  
 
Whilst avoiding the miserable fate allotted to spinster-daughters, Violet stumbles upon the local 
cathedral’s ‘broderer’ (embroidery) group, as well as the cathedral’s male bell ringers. Through a 
series of relationships and adventures she ‘comes of age’ in a most unconventional way. 
 
The novel is well-paced. This, and the picturesque manner in which its small towns and 
countryside are evoked, makes this book a curiously relaxing read. Chevalier’s writerly skill is also 
evident in how she makes the novel’s somewhat obscure content both vivid and engaging.  
 
Though many of the novel’s characters often seem stereotyped, and Violet’s ambivalence seems 
understated, these aspects of the story might have realist intent—indicating the social and 
psychological minefield New Women navigated in their refusal to wear the conservative (and 
stereotyping) straightjackets that their peers submitted to. In any social context, both conformity 
and rebellion come at a great cost. 
 
More interestingly, the book ponders what ‘morality’ means in an ambiguous New World where 
lives, ruined by the immorality of war, must nevertheless form the foundations of the future. 
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